
Indicates that this favourable sign  encourages  speculation in  a  daring  new enterprise. You’ll make money 
without working hard for it.

When there is a trishul on the Mount of Sun

Indicates that you need an extra push to get started. You have remained  on your good  luck for  a  long time.  
But if you  want to get  more profits, you  should  not  rely  upon your close one or  help and encouragement 
from others.

When there is ’N’  formation  on the Mount  of Jupiter

Your mental powers rule over the feelings of your heart. When you have to take decision about choosing to 
pursue your love  affair or to complete your incomplete  work, you  prefer  work. This  conflict between heart and 
mind will  go  till  you  learn  how  to  enjoy yourself.

Line slants towards the Head

You are extremely attached to your art. There is unusual chastity also. Because of over excitement of the 
artistic tendencies, there is insanity.

A cross on the first Phalanx of the ring Finger

It indicates ignorance and obstinacy.

When there are cross lines on the second Phalanx of the middle middle Finger

This  sign denotes an immortal nature.

When there is a star  on the  first Phalanx of  Thumb

Your  mental life is greatly affected by Apollonian (Sun) views. You  are  not afraid to air your views. If you 
remain in  discipline, you don’t get in conflicts. What comes in your  heart, you  say  it  before screening  it  first. 
You  should be more secretive now. You should know what you want.

A deflection of Head Line under Sun

You are a  traveller  who  finds  escape  from  boredom. The square is a sign of security which gives you the  
courage  to  go far from the house. You have in your mind that you will come home safely. You always remain 
free from stress in any part  of  world as in your house.

A square on line branching downwards from Life Line

You are a cool minded, goodhearted and an agreeable  person.You always satisfy the desires of others even  to  
the  point  of self-sacrifice. You have helped many people  in distress. Some of your skills are lying inactive as 
you don’t have  the  courage to develop them.

Line terminates in a series of crossed lines

Indicates a secret love. This line also indicates your excitement for secret meetings  and  your  endurance  to  
the  pressures  of secrecy. The fact  that  your  attraction  to  opposite  sex  can overrule your sense of 
reasoning which is a thing realy to  worry upon. This can go out of control and lead to  actions  that can fill you 
with guilt. This line also gives you wealth, health, fame, and some boldness in your character.

A line inside your Life Line

Points out a long and healthy life  for  you. If you make proper use of your energies and talents, you can achieve 
your goals. However, you  must  always  nourish and exercise your mind and body to get  happiness and  
eternity. Thus a long, curved and clear line gives an indication of a happy & successful life.

Line Is Long
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Definition: - If in both hands the fate line starts from the wrist and  goes to the mount of Saturn and along with 
that  the mount of Sun is developed and has a thin, long and reddish Sun line and the head line, health line and 
fate line are clearly visible and noticeable then it indicates Gaj Laxmi Yog. 

Result: - You are soft hearted, wise and honest.  With Gaj Laxmi Yog in your hand then you will get respect in 
the society in spite of being born in an ordinary family. You will be known for your work. You will be blessed with  
all the comforts of life. You will never experience lack of anything in life. You will get much success by engaging 
in trade or working in foreign countries. You will be a successful and famous person.

Note: - It is to be observed in this Yog that the situations in both the hands should be as above. If it is to be 
found in only one hand then the result will be half of the predicted above.

Gaj Laxmi Yog

· If the position of Saturn is bad and there are cuts on the mount of Saturn and fate line is thick then it indicates 
  towards poor financial condition.

Remedy: worship Lord Saturn. According to shastras establish a phallus or an emblem of Lord Shiva made of 
pure mercury in the house and light a diya or lamp daily in front of it.

· If the hand is hard and there are few lines in the hand then it indicates lack of money in life.
· If the fingers and thumb of the hand are bending forward then it indicates that you will take loan from someone 
but  
  will not be able to repay it.

Remedy:  Establish Shri Yantra and emblem of Lord Shiva made of mercury and worship daily. Wear rosary of 
mercury.

· When fate line stops at head line, mounts of Saturn and Mercury are suppressed or when there are many lines 
on Mars, it indicates that you will not be able to save anything out of your earnings.  You will spend your  
earnings either on your illness or in repaying your debts. Because of this your financial condition will remain  
instable.

Remedies:  establish dhara prashtiya Shri Yantra and worship daily. Wear rosary of mercury with more than 108 
beads.

· When life line is straight, Venus is elevated or there is a mole on it. When heart line chained and there is an 
island on head line. When mounts of Saturn and Sun are suppressed then it indicates that your financial 
position will be normal. You will destroy your money due to ignorance.  

Remedy: Worshipping Rahu and Saturn will give benefit.
· Establish Sampurna Bhadha Mukti Yantra.  This will reduce evil effects of the above Dosha. Worship phallus 
or emblem of Lord Shiva made of mercury and wear rosary of mercury.

· When there are many branches of fate line and hands are soft. When the mounts of Saturn and Venus are 
elevated.  Due to these conditions you will be burdened in debts but others will think you to be rich.

Remedy:  to get rid off this dosha establish Sampoorna Bhadha  Mukti Yantra and chant Lakshmi Mantra.
· Establish emblem of Lord Shiva made of mercury in your house and in your office and worship daily. Wear 
rosary of mercury. Do not establish these things at wrong places otherwise you will not get benefit from these 
things.

· If your hand is hard and mounts of Jupiter, Saturn and Mercury are suppressed and fate line ends either at 
head line or heart line then your financial condition will not be good.

Remedy: wear Bichu Booti and rosary of mercury. Chant Shiv Strota in front of the emblem of Lord Shiva and 
eat vegetarian food only.

Laxmi kripa prapti

Indicates that you are very narrow-minded. This feeling of narrow-mindedness rules over your power of  
reasoning and often hides it.

When quadrangle is narrow on account of Line of Head rising towards Line of Heart
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